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About IRWIN Quarantined Incidents Dashboard 

 

IRWIN Quarantined Incidents Dashboard is a read-only web application designed for viewing data that is being 

shared through the Integrated Reporting of Wildland-Fire Information (IRWIN) integration services. Access to 

this application is granted through the GeoPlatform ArcGIS Online organization and can be  accessed through 

IRWIN Observer or on it’s own. 

 

The IRWIN Quarantined Incidents dashboard displays quarantined Incidents and the related parent potential 

conflict from the IRWIN dataset. This dashboard is intended to assist IRWIN integrated systems in identifying 

potential Incident conflicts and resolve quarantined Incidents. By selecting a GACC or Dispatch Center, a user 

has the ability to display attributes of quarantined Incidents and the related parent potential Incident conflicts, 

filter by Dispatch ID and see the location of the quarantined Incident and the parent potential conflict. 
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Accessing IRWIN Observer 

The IRWIN Quarantined Incidents Dashboard is a Geoplatform Application in the Observer group. In order to 

access, users will need access to the Geoplatform and the Observer application. See the IRWIN Observer 

User guide for instruction on access at https://www.wildfire.gov/application/irwin-integrated-reporting-wildfire-

information in the Resource Library. The primary avenue to access the IRWIN Quarantined Incidents 

Dashboard is through the Dashboards tab in the IRWIN Observer Application. 

 

Navigating the Dashboard 

To navigate the IRWIN Quarantined Incidents Dashboard and display quarantined incidents follow the steps 

below: 

 

1. Access the IRWIN Quarantined Incidents Dashboard either directly through the Geoplatform or from the 

IRWIN Observer Application under the Dashboard tabs. 

2. Select a GACC, and/or Dispatch ID.  

 

 

Quarantined Incident and Relationship Type will be updated automatically once GACC and Dispatch ID are 

selected.  

 

Once the GACC and/or Dispatch ID have been selected the Child Incident, Parent Incident, and map are 

populated with the data for the quarantined incident and its associated parent incident. 

 

Child Incident: Once the GACC and/or Dispatch ID filters are selected the Child Incident pane will load and 

display the attributes for the quarantined incident. 

 

Parent Incident: Once the GACC and/or Dispatch ID filters are selected the Parent Incident pane will load and 

display the attributes for the parent incident associated to the incident that is quarantined. 

 

Map: Once the GACC and/or Dispatch ID filters are selected the map will pan to an extent to display the 

quarantined incident, symbolized as a blue square and its associated parent incident, symbolized as a red 

circle.  

 

https://www.wildfire.gov/application/irwin-integrated-reporting-wildfire-information
https://www.wildfire.gov/application/irwin-integrated-reporting-wildfire-information
https://irwin.doi.gov/observer/
https://geoplatform.maps.arcgis.com/apps/dashboards/8da0a341246748a0bec3afe8db61e5d2
https://irwin.doi.gov/observer/
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